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MDMA.    from 331, to page 568

++   120mg+40mg 9/14/80 AP, TS ≡ (19 hrs post 2C-E) ~1:30=[0:00] supplement +[1:45]
     normal chronology - explore TS intense depression. AP [with] direct questions
     and directed imagery - ATS. away for ~1 hr to allow easy flow. Quite
     effective- Anorexia - but TS ate modestly. Very comfortable and constructive,
     a ++ or slightly under for me.

+++  140+40mg 11/15/80 AP, ATS, SN, HN ≡. 12:05=[0:00] [0:30] SN alert ATS ~+++
     by [0:50] supplements at [1:40]. Slower than usual drop off. much talk.
     excellent. SN & HN nausea, vomiting. Still some awareness at [5:00] -  
     he, power; she, body.

++   140+40mg 11/16/80 AP, ATS ≡ NS, CU 120+40 11:50=[0:00] ATS alert 0:15 -
     develop at 0:35 [with] Kosher chronology. No nausea, anyone. Supplement
     at [1:40] - virtually down at [4:00]. Excellent experience. ATS only ++ or
     a little above. AP > yesterday. Probably no short term tolerance.

++   120mg 1/26/81 AP, GC, LC ≡. No supplement. Proper chronology - B.pressure
     taken LC ~140/; 2 days later 120/! Well received, no sequitur. ++

++   120+40 =160. 2/20/81 AP, LM, KT ≡ 3:58PM=[0:00] [-3:00 = buscaline, ATS].
     alerts [:27-:32) except LM later. fine, well accepted development to ++
     drop [1:30?] + 40mg all. No apparent diminution from earlier in the
     day - much easy. relaxed talk. [4:00] pretty well down. KM observer. ++

++   120+40 =160 3/27/81 AP, LE, ATS 120mg 1PM=[0:00] alerts all [:30-:35] my
     chron. slower than usual - supple. [1:40] - much talk - openness as to GK's
     dreams of safe, informed euphoriant distribution - good close feeling. still ±
     or + at [7:00] - use as primer to LSD, see 376

++   120+60 =180 7/26/81 AP, GC, ATS 3:10=[0:00], supplement at [1:30] - routine.
     use as primer to LSD, see 469

++.5 140+40 8/8/81 AP, GC (my 5-TOM day) 12:50PM=[0:00] GC  to +++ quickly,
     AP more slowly - almost too much for working level, but excellent experience.
     Supplement at [1:35], AP extension, GC drop. then recover to ~++.5 at [2:00].
     Fairly rapid decline.

++   120+40 11/23/81 AP, GC, ATS [:30] alerts - all strangely just barely to ++ -
     generalized irritation, better, discontent & tension. Supplement @[1:40] -
     more relaxation - finally all into pleasant, brief ++. Tensions gone.
     Basically satisfactory.


